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In this paper, we address the problem of automatically segmenting non-rigid pedestrians
in still images. Since this task is well known difficult for any type of model or cue alone,
a novel approach utilizing shape, puzzle and appearance cues is presented. The major
contribution of this approach lies in the combination of multiple cues to refine pedestrian
segmentation successively, which has two characterizations: (1) a shape guided puzzle
integration scheme, which extracts pedestrians via assembling puzzles with constraint of
a shape template; (2) a pedestrian refinement scheme, which is fulfilled by optimizing
an automatically generated trimap that encodes both human silhouette and skeleton.
Qualitative and quantitative evaluations on several public datasets verify the approach’s
effectiveness to various articulated bodies, human appearance and partial occlusion, and
that this approach is able to segment pedestrians more accurately than methods based
only on appearance or shape cue.

Keywords: Pedestrian segmentation; KDE-EM; shape matching; puzzle integration; ap-
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1. Introduction

Pedestrians, as the principal actors in daily life, have been widely studied in com-

puter vision. The goal of pedestrian segmentation is to provide a precise and

complete body mask, which is a fundamental task for many artificial intelligence

applications like action recognition, human-computer interaction, image retrieval,

photo summarization and so on. At the same time, this has proven to be a challeng-

ing task since that: (1) the human shapes undergo a large variety of transformations

due to body articulations; (2) the backgrounds tend to be cluttered and have similar

color or texture with the foreground bodies; (3) various types and styles of clothes
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result in a large variety of body appearance; (4) human bodies may be occluded by

accessories, street objects or other persons.

Among the developed approaches, shape, puzzle and appearance are mainly used

cues. Shape is characterized as one-dimensional curve, thus is invariant to lighting

conditions and object colors. But a conventional shape matching method1 is sen-

sitive to cluttered backgrounds. Boundary points on a shape template are often

misaligned with edge apart from body contour. Puzzle, also known as superpixel,

is formulated by aggregating pixels into a group. It is a more productive unit than

pixel and can preserve object boundaries. Based on it, many object segmentation

methods2,3 perform figure extraction within a conditional random field (CRF). Al-

though those methods can regularize and smooth segmentation, they face difficulties

with faint body parts like limbs since superpixels may merge foreground regions with

the backgrounds. Appearance has the advantage of preserving relative uniform color

or texture information for a single object. The interactive segmentation schemes,

e.g., GrabCut,4 which build mainly on appearance cue, have become very popular

due to their efficiency in handling various cases. However, without constraint of

high-level priors, low-level segmentation methods5,6 tend to over- or under-segment

pedestrians.

The difficulty of pedestrian segmentation makes it problematic to rely on any

type of model or feature alone. Following this principle, we draw from the strengths

of multiple cues and develop an approach combining high-level shape, mid-level

puzzle and low-level appearance cues. The approach works by several stages. The

input to the approach are pedestrian windows produced by a pedestrian detector.7

For each candidate window, a KDE-EM (Kernel Density Estimation-Expectation

Maximization) scheme is first employed to estimate the probabilities of pixels be-

longing to the foreground. The limitation with this stage is that it fails to produce

clear contours. Therefore, at stage II, we divide the detection window into small

puzzles, and reassemble the puzzles into a human figure under the guide of a shape

template. Since hundreds of shape templates need to be visited at this stage, we

organize them into a hierarchical tree for speeding up. The segmentation problem

is formulated as a Markov Random Field(MRF) energy minimization. We design a

greedy solver to optimize it. We further refine body boundaries via optimizing an

appearance trimap. The trimap which indicates the inside, outside and unknown

regions of human body is generated by human silhouette and skeleton. Pedestrian

refinement is performed by optimizing the unknown regions with a global energy

function. Figure 1 gives a high-level overview of our approach.

The major contribution of this approach lies in the combination of multiple cues

to refine pedestrian segmentation successively. In contrast to previous methods, this

approach has the following characterizations: (1) a shape guided puzzle integration

scheme which extracts pedestrians via assembling puzzles with constraint of a shape

template, and thus preserves human boundaries; (2) a pedestrian refinement scheme

which is fulfilled with an automatically generated trimap. The trimap encodes both

human silhouette and skeleton, and hence can produce human-like segmentation.
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Input:

Test image

Stage II:

1) Hierarchial shape matching

2) Shape guided puzzle integration

Stage I:

KDE-EM based

initial segmentation

Stage III:

Pedestrian

Refinement

Output:

Segmentation

result

Pre-processing:

1) Pedestrian detection

2) Puzzle extraction

Fig. 1. The framework of the approach. The input is an image with several pedestrians. After
the pedestrians are roughly detected, the foreground probabilities are computed via the KDE-EM
scheme, and then pedestrian silhouettes are extracted via shape guided puzzle integration, finally
the segmentation is refined through the generated trimap.

According to the processing stages mentioned above, this paper is organized

as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the related works. Section 3 presents the

KDE-EM based initialization. The details of shape guided puzzle integration are

described in Section 4. The pedestrian refinement using an automatically generated

trimap is presented in Section 5. Section 6 demonstrates the experimental results.

Some conclusions and discussions are given in the last section.

2. Related Works

Over the past decades, numerous approaches have been proposed for pedestrian

segmentation. According to the type of cues relied on, these approaches can be

roughly grouped into four categories: shape-based, appearance-based, puzzle-based

and combined ones.

The first category uses shape as the main discriminative cue, including global

shape template and local contour. Methods based on shape template extract pedes-

trians by matching shape templates with the image’s edge map. Effective shape

registration plays a central role. For example, Gavrila1 performs shape matching

using Distance Transformation(DT) and Chamfer matching. Active contour models

(also called snake, e.g., Ref. 8) try to attach template points to human boundaries by

iteratively solving a global energy in level-set space. Although global shape match-

ing methods can handle color variances within the image, they are very sensitive to

cluttered backgrounds and occlusion due to shape variances. In contrast, local con-

tours are more flexible, such as the boundary fragments employed in Opelt et al.,9

the pose contours in Lin et al.,10 the edgelets in Wu et al.,11 the adaptive con-

tours in Gao et al.12 Methods based on local contour delineate human boundaries

by selection of contour features in a supervised manner. The responses of contours

are integrated to locate object centroid, and the back-projection in turn helps to

find foreground boundaries. However, the pixel-level segmentation results are un-

satisfactory. As shown in Ref. 9, many similar contours are selected around object

boundaries, causing ambiguous delineation. In Refs. 10–12, some local contours are

misaligned with human boundaries due to the similarity between the background

and foreground.

The second category uses appearance to separate human from the backgrounds,

involving supervised figure extraction methods13–16 and unsupervised figure-ground

separation methods.4,17,18 Based on “bag of words”, Leibe et al.13 and Wang et al.14
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explore the idea of learning a codebook of appearance parts for interleaved segmen-

tation and detection. They arrange the fragments in star-style, detect human by

voting in Hough space, and back-project foreground fragments to formulate pedes-

trian regions. Another technique is to arrange the learned fragments in CRF and

segment foreground objects by solving a global energy function, such as Larlus

et al.15 and Gonfaus et al.16 Without constraint of local edge information, these

methods fail to extract clear boundaries. More recently, interactive figure-ground

separation methods4,17 and saliency cut methods18,19 draw lots of attention. Both

of them take advantage of local color models to separate foreground objects from

the backgrounds. The difference is that the former uses scribbles while the latter

uses salience priors to initialize color models. Under constraint of color models, a

global energy function in MRF is built for optimizing the foreground objects. How-

ever, the interactive methods are cumbersome, while the saliency cut methods are

sensitive to cluttered backgrounds.

The third category takes puzzles (superpixels) as the computation units, which

encode both contour and appearance information. Pedestrian segmentation based on

puzzle study how to combine puzzles to form human body. Taking the similar idea

to the supervised figure extraction methods,15,16 one technique is to arrange puzzles

in CRF.2,20 These approaches first learn the foreground probability of each puzzle,

and then group puzzles according to neighboring uniformity. The main difficulty in

this technique stems from segmentation granularity. Puzzles tend to merge some

background and foreground regions together. Another technique is to select puzzles

in a hierarchical segmentation tree to identify body parts.21,22 In Ref. 21, pools of

candidate puzzles are generated from bottom-up segmentation and each puzzle is

scored based on its properties. These puzzles are assembled in a bottom-up parse

tree which enforces constraints among parts at a given level of the tree and between

parents and children. In Ref. 22, candidate puzzles are first classified with a set

of local cues, and then global constraints are enforced to sort and complete part

configuration. However, such mid-level puzzles may not correspond to semantic

body parsing. Consequently, the body parts are often under- or over-segmented.

Drawing advantages of the above categories, some researchers suggest combin-

ing shape, puzzle and appearance cues for specific object segmentation. One tech-

nique is implemented by grouping the detected appearance fragments under shape

guide.23,24 However, these methods are only suitable for segmenting rigid objects

or non-rigid objects with limited shape variation. For highly articulated pedestri-

ans, the limited templates employed in these approaches cannot capture all poses.

Comparably, pose-specific MRF methods are more suitable for non-rigid object

segmentation, such as ObjCut,25 PoseCut26 and Lin et al.27 They are tolerant to

pose variances as they consider non-rigid objects as layered pictorial structure with

each layer encoding the similar appearance cue. Yet such work faces difficulty with

pose parsing, which is still an open issue. Moreover, the iterative optimization in

ObjCut25 makes it computationally expensive, the single stickman employed in

PoseCut26 may not capture various human poses.
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Our segmentation approach falls into the last category. Here, motivated by global

shape matching method1 and interactive figure-ground separation approaches,4,17

we present an automatic pedestrian segmentation approach. Compared to the

traditional shape matching approach,1 our approach performs segmentation by

integrating local puzzles, thus is more tolerant to local appearance variances. Com-

paring with interactive figure-ground separation,4,17 our approach can automatically

extract pedestrian silhouettes and skeletons for segmentation, thus avoids cumber-

some manipulation. In contrast to previous combined approaches,23,24 this approach

is characterized by utilization of automatically generated trimaps for human seg-

mentation, which encode the constraint of shape as well as skeleton. We compare

our approach with global shape matching method,1 appearance based methods4,18

and local contour based methods10,11 over several public datasets. The experiments

demonstrate that our approach improves segmentation significantly and is robust

to large variability of human shape, body appearance and partial occlusion.

3. KDE-EM Based Initial Segmentation

Given an input image with multiple pedestrians, we first run a state-of-the-art

detector — PFF7 to find pedestrians. The PFF detector7 performs quite well

for pedestrian detection, being scored top with the PASCAL VOCa and INRIA28

datasets. We enlarge the candidate windows by 10% to include local context. By

doing so, the rough locations and scales of the candidate windows will make seg-

mentation easier.

For each pixel x within the window, we wish to label it as the foreground or

background. Since the pixels were generated by two stochastic processes — the

foreground and background processes, the problem can be considered as assign-

ing each pixel to the process that generated it. If we know the probability density

functions of the processes, the problem is to assign each pixel to the process with

maximum likelihood. It is well known that there are two ways to define probability

density function — the parametric and non-parametric methods. The former uses

a particular form for the underlying density, e.g., Gaussian Mixture Model, which

is sensitive to initialization and requires selection of the number of mixture compo-

nents. Comparatively, the latter imposes no formal structure on the data, which is

more flexible. In this work, a non-parametric estimator — kernel density estimation

(KDE)29 is adopted.

Let the sample pixel set be X = {xi}, each represented by a d-dimensional fea-

ture vector xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xid), the probability of a new pixel y = (y1, y2, . . . , yd)

from the same distribution of X can be estimated with KDE as:

p(y) =
1

|X |

∑

xi∈X

d
∏

j=1

ker(yj − xij) (1)

where ker(·) is the kernel function.

ahttp://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/challenges/VOC/voc2010/
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Given the probability density functions of the foreground and background pro-

cesses, we could assign each pixel to the foreground versus background with max-

imum likelihood. On the other hand, if we know the assignment of each pixel, we

could estimate the probability density functions. Obviously, this is a chicken-and-

egg problem. The EM scheme provides a natural way to deal with it. Defining F t(x)

and Bt(x) be the probabilities of the pixel x belonging to the foreground and back-

ground at iteration t respectively, t = 0, . . . , N , we update segmentation through

KDE-EM as follows:

(i) Initialization: The initial probability maps are determined by an offline learned

pedestrian shape prior PM (see Fig. 2(b)). That is, F 0(x) = PM(x), B0(x) =

1 − PM(x). The shape prior PM(·) is obtained via averaging hundreds of

pedestrian training masks. Note that all masks should be resized with the

same height before being averaged.

(ii) E-Step: Randomly sample a set of pixels X = {xi} for density estimation. In

experiments, we sample 5% of the pixels from the window.

(iii) M-Step: Update the foreground and background probabilities for each pixel as

follows:

F t(y) = cF t−1(y)
∑

xi∈X

F t−1(xi)

d
∏

j=1

ker(yj − xij) (2)

Bt(y) = cBt−1(y)
∑

xi∈X

Bt−1(xi)
d
∏

j=1

ker(yj − xij) (3)

Here c is a normalization coefficient, making sure F t(y) +Bt(y) = 1.

(iv) Repeat E-Step and M-Step with several iterations.

In experiments, we reduce the windows by half before performing KDE-EM for

speeding up, and finally enlarge the result maps twice. KDE-EM is performed in

rgs color spaceb rather than the original RGB color space. This is because rgs color

space is more robust to shade effect. The 3-dimensional feature vector is (r, g, s).

The kernel function takes the Gaussian kernel: ker(x) = exp(−0.5(x/σ)2). The

bandwidth is defined as: σj = 1.06σ̂j|X |−0.2, σ̂j is the standard deviation of the jth

color channel. The iteration number N is set to three. Figures 2(c)–2(e) demonstrate

the immediate results generated by KDE-EM.

As shown in Fig. 2(e), segmenting pedestrian by directly comparing FN and

BN will result in noises. We use guided filtering30 to remove noises. The main idea

of guided filtering30 is that the filter output q is locally linear to the guidance map

I, i.e., qi = axIi + bx,∀i ∈ wx, where wx is the window with radius r centered at

the pixel x. By minimizing the difference between the filter input p and output

q, i.e., Err(ax, bx) =
∑

i∈wx
((pi − qi)

2 − εa2x), we can obtain ax, bx and q. Based

on guided filtering,30 we set the parameters r = 4, ε = 0.01 and perform local

br = R/(R +G+ B), g = G/(R +G+ B) and s = (R +G+ B)/3.
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(a) ( b) (c) ( d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 2. (Color online) The initial pedestrian segmentation by KDE-EM. (a) The detection win-
dows; (b) the shape priors; (c)–(e) the foreground probability maps produced at the 1st, 2nd and
3rd iteration; (f) the smoothed maps obtained by guided filtering; (g) the segmentation results.

smoothness with two steps: (1) taking the input image I as the guidance map, the

foreground and background probability maps FN , BN are filtered into F̂N , B̂N

respectively; (2) the refined foreground and background probability maps are given

by F (y) = F̂N (y)/(F̂N (y)+ B̂N (y)), B(y) = B̂N (y)/(F̂N (y)+ B̂N (y)). Figure 2(f)

shows the smoothed result of Fig. 2(e). As can be seen, this strategy can significantly

improve segmentation quality.

4. Shape Guided Puzzle Integration

While the results obtained by KDE-EM look decent in some cases, the human

contours it generates are seldom aligned with image boundaries (see Fig. 2(g)).

Furthermore, it fails in cases when the color models of the figure and ground are

not highly discriminative. In order to solve these limitations, we introduce a shape

guided puzzle integration scheme in this section. We first find the best matched

template to the detected pedestrian from a set of shape templates, and then pro-

duce an assembly of puzzles that looks like the matched template. For speeding up,

the shape templates are organized into a hierarchical tree. The puzzle generation

algorithm employed in this paper is gPb-OWT-UCM,31 which achieves state-of-the-

art performance both on the general purpose segmentation and boundary detection

benchmark.c The algorithm returns as output a hierarchical segmentation repre-

sented by a weighted edge map (see Fig. 3(b)). Using the puzzles at the lowest level

as the computation units, we found that most of the boundaries in the original

image are preserved.

chttp://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/grouping/resources.html
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4.1. Energy formulation for segmentation

Let the puzzle set in the image be S = {si} and the shape template be ST . The

goal of pedestrian segmentation is to find the labeling configuration L = {li} with

maximum posterior probability(MAP): L∗ = argmaxLp(L|S, ST ) where li ∈ {0, 1},

li = 1 represents that the puzzle si belongs to the foreground and vice versa.

Based on the Bayesian perspective, p(L|S, ST ) ∝ p(S|L, ST )p(L), where

p(S|L, ST ) is the observation likelihood of the image evidence, p(L) is the labeling

prior. We assume that the labeling prior follows the uniform distribution, and hence

L∗ = argmaxLp(S|L, ST ). This joint probability can be rewritten using an energy

function E(L), p(S|L, ST ) = −log(E(L)). Since the puzzles satisfy Markovian prop-

erty, the probability follows the Gibbs distribution in Markov random field(MRF).32

We define the corresponding energy function as the summation of clique potentials:

E(L) = λ1
1

|S|

∑

si∈S

E1(si|li) + λ2
1

|NB|

∑

(si,sj)∈NB

E2(si, sj |li, lj)

+λ3E3(S|L, ST ) (4)

where NB represents pairs of adjacent puzzles, (λ1, λ2, λ3) are constant parameters

weighting the proportion of the three potentials.

The unary potential E1(·) is a low-level data term which imposes individual

penalty for assigning any label li to the puzzle si. We rely on the appearance

probability maps generated by KDE-EM to define the likelihoods:

E1(si|li) =

{

∑

y∈si
F (y))/|si| , li = 1

∑

y∈si
B(y))/|si| , li = 0

(5)

The pairwise potential E2(·), as the mid-level smooth term, defines to what

extent adjacent puzzles should agree. It often depends on local observation. In our

work, the pairwise potential has the form:

E2(si, sj |li, lj) =

{

1− g(esi,sj ) , li = lj

g(esi,sj ) , li 6= lj
(6)

Here, esi,sj is the edgelet connecting the puzzle si and sj, g(esi,sj ) is the normal-

ized gPb-OWT-UCM magnitude value of the edgelet esi,sj . This definition suggests

that the adjacent puzzles should be assigned with different labels if their edgelet

has a large magnitude value since the edgelet with a large magnitude value tends

to lie in the figure-ground boundaries.

The shape guided potentialE3(·) is a high-level term, penalizing the labeling that

is inconsistent with the shape template. We formulate E3(·) as the summarization

of the mask alignment terms E3,m(·) and the boundary alignment terms E3,b(·):

E3(S|L, ST ) =
1

|S|

∑

si∈S

E3,m(si|li, ST ) + α1
1

|ST |

∑

ti∈ST

E3,b(S|L, ti) (7)
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Let Mask(ST ) be the mask generated by the shape template ST . The mask

alignment term is the ratio for assigning si to the foreground or the background

and defined by:

E3,m(si|li, ST ) =

{√

Area(si ∩Mask(ST))/Area(si) , li = 1

1−
√

Area(si ∩Mask(ST))/Area(si) , li = 0
(8)

Notably the template mask Mask(ST ) should be resized with the same height

to the labeling mask Mask(L) and placed at the center of Mask(L). Let Edge(L)

be the boundaries produced by the labeling L. The boundary alignment term takes

the Chamfer distance:

E3,b(S|L, ti) = minbj∈Edge(L)(min(|ti − bj|/τ, 1) + α2 ∗ g(bj)) (9)

Obviously, this term favors the labeling with strong boundaries and encourages

that the labeling boundaries are aligned with the shape template. In the above

formulas, τ is a truncating value, α1, α2 are weighting values.

4.2. Energy inference by greedy puzzle merging

To find the assembly minimizing the energy function E(·), i.e., L∗ = argminLE(L),

one route is to search all assemblies. Yet it is computationally infeasible since we

need to consider 2|S| candidates, where |S| is the puzzle number. Without constraint

of the high-level potential E3(·), the energy function is a well-known pairwise MRF-

MAP problem and can be efficiently inferred by Graphcut33 or Belief propagation.34

Here, we take a greedy scheme to approximately optimize such a high-order energy

function. Starting from the KDE-EM based initialization, we successively carry out

a greedy puzzle merging operation by appending candidate puzzles to the foreground

or background region. The merge operation works as a best-first search which only

considers adding puzzles adjacent to the foreground and background regions and

scores them via the energy change. The puzzles generated in the merging process

are added to a candidate puzzle shortlist. The search terminates when the shortlist

is empty. We summarize the greedy puzzle merging scheme as follows:

(i) Initialization

For the puzzle set S = {si}, the initial labeling L0 = {l0i } is given by:

l0i =

{

0 , F (si) > 0.5

1 , F (si) ≤ 0.5
(10)

where F (si) =
∑

y∈si
F (y)/|si| is the mean KDE-EM based foreground prob-

ability for the puzzle si.

Based on the initial labeling L0, we compute the initial energy E0 = E(L0),

obtain the foreground and background regions, and generate a candidate puzzle

shortlist Z = {sj}. Each candidate puzzle sj should be adjacent to the fore-

ground or background regions and satisfy Score(sj) > 0. The score Score(sj)

1360004-9
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represents the energy change via altering the label of the puzzle sj , i.e.,

Score(sj) = E0 − E({. . . , l0j−1, 1− l0j , l
0
j+1, . . .}).

(ii) Puzzle merging

Select the candidate puzzle with maximum score from the shortlist, ŝ =

argmaxsjScore(sj);

Update the labeling, lti =

{

lt−1
i , si 6= ŝ

1− lt−1
i , si = ŝ

where t is the iteration number;

Merge the puzzle ŝ to the foreground if its updated label is 1 or the background

if its updated label is 0;

Recompute the labeling energy, Et = E(Lt).

(iii) The shortlist updating

Remove ŝ from the shortlist;

For each puzzle sk adjacent to the candidate ŝ, compute the score Score(sk):

Score(sk) = Et − E({. . . , ltk−1, 1− ltk, l
t
k+1, . . .})

Update the shortlist in terms of three cases:

(a) If Score(sk) > 0 and sk is within the shortlist, reset the score of sk;

(b) If Score(sk) > 0 and sk is not within the shortlist, add sk to the shortlist;

(c) If Score(sk) < 0 and sk is within the shortlist, remove sk from the shortlist.

(iv) Repeat Steps (ii) and (iii) until the shortlist is empty.

Figure 3 demonstrates two examples of pedestrian segmentation via shape

guided puzzle integration. As can be seen, the foreground pedestrians are gradually

formulated as the energy is minimized.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. (Color online) Examples of silhouette extraction by puzzle integration. (a) The input
images; (b) the edge maps obtained by gPb-OWT-UCM; (c) the matched templates are overlaid
on the images; (d)–(f) puzzles are gradually integrated into human-like silhouettes with the guide
of the matched templates.
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4.3. Construction of the hierarchical shape tree

As pedestrian shapes are highly variant, a set of shape templates is used to search

the best matched template. For efficiency, those templates are organized in a hier-

archical tree, in which similar templates are grouped together and represented with

a prototype, as shown in Fig. 4. Shape matching is implemented as a process of

traversing the tree to find the best matched prototype. Once the matching distance

with a prototype is above a threshold, its following subtrees will not be visited, thus

a significant speed-up can be achieved.

Null

Fig. 4. The hierarchical shape tree.

Taking each shape template as a node of an Undirected Complete Graph (UCG)

G = 〈V̂ , Ê, Ŵ 〉, the construction of the tree can be considered as a problem of hierar-

chical graph clustering. This is a well-studied NP-hard problem in graph theory, in-

volving some bottom-up clustering methods1,35 and top-down partition methods.36

Here, following the theory of spectral clustering,36 we construct the hierarchical tree

in a top-down manner. For the UCG G = 〈V̂ , Ê, Ŵ 〉, we first calculate the edge

weight matrix Ŵ = {ŵ(i, j)|i, j ∈ V̂ , (i, j) ∈ Ê}. The entity of the matrix Ŵ is

defined as : ŵ(i, j) = d(i, j) + d(j, i). d(i, j) is the Chamfer distance between the

template shape i and the template mask j (see Eq. (9)). d(j, i) is obtained similarly.

Spectral clustering partitions a graph into K subsets based on the normalize cut

criterion:

NcutK =

K
∑

i=1

cut(Ai, V̂ −Ai)

assoc(Ai, V̂ )
(11)

where assoc(A,B) = cut(A,B) =
∑

u∈A,v∈B ŵ(u, v).
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Shi et al.36 prove that an approximate solution can be obtained using the K

eigenvectors of theK largest eigenvalues in: Ŵ X̂ = λ̂D̂Ŵ . Here X̂ is the eigenvector

matrix, λ̂ is the eigenvalue matrix and D̂(i, i) =
∑

j ŵ(i, j) is a diagonal matrix.

We utilize this approximate solution to iteratively divide the graph to construct a

hierarchical tree. At first, nodes in the graph G are divided into K1 subsets. Then,

for each subset, the spectral clustering is employed again to partition it into K2 sub-

subsets. The process is recursively implemented until the number of clustering nodes

is lower than a constant value K3. The prototype of a subtree takes the template

with the smallest mean similarity score to other templates in the subset. Taking

each subset with its prototype as a subtree, the hierarchical tree is constructed.

Shape matching is applied as a coarse-to-fine traversal along the tree. At the non-

leaf level, it is the prototypes derived to be aligned with the edge map, whereas, at

the leaf level, all template exemplars are to be matched. If the matching distance of

a prototype is above a threshold, all of its subtrees would not be visited, otherwise,

the prototype is added to the list and the subtrees are traversed recursively. At last,

we choose the template with the minimum distance in the visiting list as the best

matched shape.

5. Constraint Pedestrian Refinement

Due to pose variances, pedestrian silhouettes produced in the puzzle integration

stage are inaccurate in some cases. Further, puzzles may merge the foreground and

background regions together. In this section, we refine pedestrian segmentation in

pixel level with appearance cue. Comparing with the interactive figure-ground sepa-

ration methods, e.g., Ref. 4, this refinement is automatically performed through the

generated trimap which encodes pedestrian silhouette and skeleton information. In

Section 5.1, we describe how to estimate the skeleton and the trimap. In Section 5.2,

we state the pedestrian refinement procedure.

5.1. Skeleton and trimap generation

Pedestrian skeleton is composed of a set of line segments, each being connected by

two joints, indicating the head, torso, upper/lower leg parts, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

In the learning phase, we manually click joints in the shape masks to yield the

skeletons. For each point in the skeleton, we calculate its normal line and obtain

the left and right crossing points between the normal line and the mask contour,

resulting in a set {spi, lpi, rpi}. Here, spi is the skeleton point, lpi and rpi are the

left and right crossing points. In the testing phase, as we have obtained pedestrian

silhouette in which each point is matched to a sample point of the template contour,

the skeleton can be easily transferred from the template to the image under the

guide of silhouette. The skeleton in the image is denoted by: {sp′i, lp
′
i, rp

′
i}, where

sp′i = lp′i + r1‖rp
′
i − lp′i‖, lp

′
i is the matched point of lpi, rp

′
i is the matched point

of rpi, r1 is a pre-computed value and defined as: r1 = ‖rpi − spi‖/‖rpi − lpi‖.
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(a) ( b) (c) ( d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 5. (Color online) Examples of pedestrian refinement with the generated trimaps. (a) The
input images; (b) the matched templates are overlaid with the skeletons; (c) the aligned silhou-
ettes and the inferred skeletons on the original images; (d) the generated trimaps, in which the
“Foreground” regions are denoted in white, the “Unknown” regions in gray and the “Background”
regions in black; (e) the pedestrian masks obtained after refinement; (f) the alpha maps obtained
after matting; (g) the final extracted pedestrians.

Based on the skeleton and silhouette point set {sp′i, lp
′
i, rp

′
i}, the trimap in the

detection window is automatically generated in the following way: For each pixel x,

we first find a sample point in the skeleton with the minimum distance to it, i.e.,

(Dmin, kmin) = mini(|x − sp′i|), where Dmin is the minimum distance and kmin is

the index. Then we compute the ratio r2 = min(|x − lp′kmin
|, |x − rp′kmin

|)/Dmin.

Given two thresholds T1 and T2 satisfying 0 < T1 < T2, if r2 < T1, the pixel is

assigned as “Foreground”, and if r2 > T2, the pixel is assigned as “Background”,

otherwise, the pixel is assigned as “Unknown”. So far a trimap is generated (see

Fig. 5(d)).

5.2. Human refinement via graphcut

To refine the “Unknown” regions in the trimap, we follow the pairwise MAP-MRF

formulation and define the corresponding energy function as follows:

E(L̂) =
∑

xi∈U

Ed(l̂(xi)) + λ4

∑

(xi,xj)∈EB

Es(l̂(xi), l̂(xj)) (12)

Here, Ed and Es are the data and smooth terms respectively, U is the set of

pixels in the “Unknown” regions, EB is the set of 4-neighboring pixel pairs, λ4

is the weighting value. L̂ is the labeling configuration, i.e., L̂ = {l̂(xi)|xi ∈ U},

l̂(xi) ∈ {0, 1} is the label assignment for the pixel xi, l̂(xi) = 0 means the pixel xi

is assigned to the “Background”, and l̂(xi) = 1 means to the “Foreground”.
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Several color models have been suggested for the definition of the data term, in-

cluding K-Means, Histogram and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). We use GMM

in our implementation. Based on the foreground and background regions of the

trimap, two GMMs are estimated, one for the background and another for the fore-

ground. Each GMM is taken to be a full-covariance Gaussian mixture with KG

components. The parameters of GMM are defined as: {(µJ
k ,Σ

J
k )|k = 1, . . . ,KG, J ∈

{B,F}}, where (µF
k ,Σ

F
k ) are the mean and covariance for the foreground, and

(µB
k ,Σ

B
k ) are for the background. For the pixels in the “Foreground” regions of

the trimap, the data term is defined by: Ed(l̂(xi) = 0) = 0 and Ed(l̂(xi) = 1) = ∞.

For the pixels in the “Background” regions of the trimap, the data term is defined

by: Ed(l̂(xi) = 0) = ∞ and Ed(l̂(xi) = 1) = 0. For the pixels of the “Unknown”

regions, the data term takes the form:
{

Ed(l̂(xi) = 0) = dFi /(d
F
i + dBi )

Ed(l̂(xi) = 1) = dBi /(d
F
i + dBi )

(13)

where dJi = mink ‖(I(xi)− µJ
k )

′ ΣJ
k (I(xi)− µJ

k )‖ is the similarity value between its

color and the GMM components.

Ds is the smoothness term, which is given by:

Es(l(xi), l(xj)) = ‖I(xi)− I(xj)‖2|l̂(xi)− l̂(xj)| (14)

This term encourages coherence in neighboring pixels with similar appearance.

An energy minimization solver — Graphcut33 is applied to optimize E(L̂)

to obtain the refined pedestrian (as shown in Fig. 5(e)). As an initialization of

Graphcut, the “Foreground” pixels are labeled as l̂(xi) = 1, the “Background”

pixels are labeled as l̂(xi) = 0, and the “Unknown” pixels as l̂(xi) = 0 if

Ed(l̂(xi) = 0) > Ed(l̂(xi) = 1), or l̂(xi) = 1 if Ed(l̂(xi) = 0) ≤ Ed(l̂(xi) = 1).

For further refining segmentation, we invoke the learning based matting method37

to soft-segment an eroded narrow region along the boundaries (as shown in Figs. 5(f)

and 5(g)).

6. Experimental Results

To illustrate the performance of the proposed approach, we apply it to several

public datasets, including the Ethz sequences,38 the Weizmann sequences,39 the

Fudan-Penn dataset,14 the INRIA dataset28 and the CALVIA datasetd. Both the

Ethz38 and the Weizmann39 sequences capture pedestrians in their side walking.

The Fudan-Penn dataset14 contains humans in their nature pose. The INRIA28 and

CALVIN datasets focus on pedestrians in their front and rear views. The first three

datasets have ground truth masks, which allow us to make quantitative comparison.

We use the last two datasets to qualitatively demonstrate our method’s robustness.

In all datasets, the pedestrian windows are resized to 320 pixels in height, the width

of the windows ranges from 85 pixels to 250 pixels.

dhttp://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/CAVIAR/CAVIARDATA1
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Implementation Details. In the learning phase, we collect 423 shape templates

from the Fudan-Penn pedestrian set.14 All the templates are resized to 320 pix-

els in height and manually labeled on the joints. To construct the hierarchical

shape tree, we set the parameters as K1 = 5, K2 = 5 and K3 = 10, resulting

in a 5-level tree. For a 210*320 pedestrian window, we typically extract about

250 puzzles. The other parameters set in experiments are kept the same, in-

cluding: the truncating value τ = 20, the weighting values (α1, α2) = (0.5, 1.2),

(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3, 1.0/255.0), the threshold values T1 = 0.8, T2 = 1.5,

Te = 1.6, the Gaussian component number KG = 5.

Segmentation Evaluation. For quantitatively evaluating our method’s perfor-

mance, we compare it with GrabCut,4 SaliencyCut18 and shape matching.1 Both

GrabCut4 and SaliencyCut18 segment pedestrians by optimizing MRF energy func-

tions in pixel level using appearance cue. Shape matching1 performs segmentation

by matching the input image’s edge map with a set of shape templates, thus only

utilizes shape cue. SaliencyCut18 and shape matching are automatic methods, while

GrabCut4 is an interactive method, requiring that users provide a bounding box

for initialization and some scribbles for refinement. We perform GrabCut4 on the

original images and take the detection windows produced by PFF7 as the bounding

boxes to extract pedestrians.

The experiments are made on the Fudan,14 Ethz38 and Weizmann39 datasets.

The Fudan dataset14 includes 160 pedestrians captured in real world, where pedes-

trians may be occluded by other objects or stand in cluttered backgrounds. The Ethz

dataset38 contains 5 pedestrian sequences, each sequence includes a walking circle

with 12 images. The Weizmann pedestrians39 are captured in controlled environ-

ments, having 18 walking sequences with 400 pedestrians in total. The segmentation

accuracy is defined as the proportion of pixels correctly classified as foreground or

background by comparing the binary segmentation result with the ground truth.

We take the form: F-measure = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall/(precision+ recall), where pre-

cision is defined as the ratio of the true positive pixels (i.e., the pixels labeled as

foreground actually belong to foreground) to all labeled foreground pixels, and re-

call is defined as the ratio of the true positive pixels to ground truth pixels. Table 1

summarizes the results of performance evaluation over the three datasets.

Table 1. The mean segmentation accuracies (F-measure) obtained with

GrabCut, SaliencyCut and shape matching over the Weizmann, Ethz and
Fudan-Penn datasets.

Method Weizmann39 Ethz38 Fudan14

GrabCut4 71.42% 66.11% 67.43%
SaliencyCut18 77.49% 65.02% 71.45%

Shape matching1 76.87% 78.07% 79.68%
Our method(Stage I) 81.15% 79.24% 78.18%
Our method(Stage II) 84.02% 84.22% 84.74%
Our method(Stage III) 88.04% 85.78% 85.30%
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As can be seen, our method achieves better performance, improving about 18%,

15% and 8% over GrabCut,4 SaliencyCut18 and shape matching1 respectively. The

main contribution of our method is the combination of shape, puzzle and appearance

cues for pedestrian segmentation. The benefit of such combination is also demon-

strated in Table 1, which verifies that the accuracies are improved by combining

the three cues together.

Figure 6 qualitatively compares the segmentation results of GrabCut,4 Saliency-

Cut,18 shape matching1 and our method. We can observe that GrabCut4 without

scribbles and SaliencyCut18 fail to produce human-like segmentation. This is ex-

pected as they only rely on local appearance and do not incorporate any high-level

cues. Although GrabCut4 with scribbles can produce more accurate segmentation,

it requires cumbersome interactions and the results are sensitive to the interactions.

Shape matching1 can produce approximate pedestrian contours, but the contours

are not aligned with body boundaries. For example, in the last row of Fig. 6, the

two arms are missed. In contract, our method which takes advantage of the rela-

tive merits of high-level shape, middle-level puzzle and low-level appearance, is able

to extract more accurate masks. As shown in Fig. 6(f), the initial stage — KDE-

EM can approximately estimate figure-ground separations. Although such sepa-

rations may not follow pedestrian silhouettes and produce erroneous regions, the

second stage utilizing shape guided puzzle integration scheme can refine them, in

which the puzzles are able to preserve local contour information and the shape

template is able to complete the incomplete regions. The last stage — pedestrian

refinement is very helpful in some faint figure-ground regions (see the last row of

Fig. 6).

In order to further demonstrate the performance of our method, we compare our

segmentation results with those obtained by Lin et al.10 and Wu et al.11 Both of

them extract pedestrian silhouettes using local contours. Although local contours

are more flexible than global shape templates, their methods still have three limita-

tions: (1) constraint to frontal/rear view pedestrians; (2) ignoring the segmentation

of arms; (3) the ambiguous delineation of local contours. The second row of Fig. 7

shows some examples of the segmentation results derived from their algorithms.

In the third row of Fig. 7, we demonstrate the inferred segmentation of our ap-

proach. As we can see, our pedestrian extraction gives more accurate delineation

of pedestrian silhouettes. The pedestrian arms are also segmented. In addition, our

algorithm can be applied to segment pedestrians in side profile view.

Many pedestrians are partially or severely occluded in real scene. The segmenta-

tion task becomes difficult in those cases. In order to give a better impression of our

method’s robustness to occlusion, Fig. 8 therefore demonstrates the produced seg-

mentation results on examples with different occlusion. As can be seen from those

examples, our method can still segment pedestrians with partial occlusion, but fails

with severe occlusion.
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(a) ( b) (c) ( d) (e) (f) (g) ( h) (i) (j)

Fig. 6. (Color online) Comparison of segmentation results with GrabCut, SaliencyCut and shape
matching. (a) The input images; (b) the segmentation results of GrabCut without scribbles; (c) the
segmentation results of GrabCut with scribbles, in which the foreground (in red) and background
(in blue) scribbles are overlaid on the segmentation results; (d) SaliencyCut’s results; (e) shape
matching’s results, in which the silhouettes (in blue) produced by shape matching are overlaid on
the input images; (f)(g)(h) the segmentation results produced by our method at stage I, stage II
and stage III; (i) the groundtruth masks; (j) the final extracted pedestrians by our method.

Time Cost. Our experiments were implemented in Matlab with some employed

functions, including PFF,7 hierarchical segmentation,31 guided filtering30 and learn-

ing based matting.37 The experiments were done on a computer with 2.3 GHz CPU

and 3.0 GB RAM. In the learning phase, the construction of the hierarchical tree
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( a )                 (b )

Fig. 7. (Color online) Comparison of segmentation results with Wu et al. and Lin et al. (a) The
segmentation results of our method and Wu et al. over the CAVIAR dataset; (b) The segmentation
results of our method and Lin et al. over the INRIA dataset. The first row shows the input images
from the CAVIAR and INRIA datasets. The second row displays the segmentation results of Wu
et al. and Lin et al., in which the extract silhouettes are displayed in green. The third row shows
our results.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Examples of pedestrian segmentation under occlusion. The first row shows
some input images, the second row shows the corresponding segmentation results.

takes about 6 hours, of which most of the time is spent on computing the weighting

matrix Ŵ .

To extract the pedestrian in a 210∗320 window, the initial stage takes about 6.8 s,

of which KDE-EM takes 6.7 s and guided filtering takes 0.1 s. At stage II, puzzle

generation costs 80 s. Considering that this step has a parallel version,31 significant
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performance may be achieved. Shape matching with a template is performed in

0.3s. Since the hierarchical tree reduces the number of the matching templates

from 423 to 25, the time is correspondingly reduced from 126.9 s to 7.5 s. The time

of greedy puzzle integration is only 0.1 s. The stage III — pedestrian refinement

takes 2.8 s. Thus, the total time is about 97.2 s per image, yet most of the time

is spent on extracting puzzles, while the main processing in the paper, including

KDE-EM, shape matching, greedy puzzle merging and pedestrian refinement cost

approximately 17.2 s in total.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we present a solution for pedestrian segmentation in still images.

The solution is cast in a three-stage framework using high-level shape, middle-level

puzzle and low-level appearance cues. The first stage utilizes KDE-EM to extract

pedestrian probabilities for initialization. The second stage performs pedestrian ex-

traction via integrating puzzles with constraint of shape cue. The third stage refines

segmentation within an appearance trimap which encodes both human silhouette

and skeleton. Qualitative and quantitative results show that the combination of the

three cues significantly improve pedestrian segmentation.

Although our approach can handle the majority of standing pedestrian segmen-

tation, some mislabeled pixels still exist due to faint figure-ground differences or

occlusion. Future work will consider improving it more robust to cluttered scenes.

We are also investigating to extend it for video pedestrian segmentation by incor-

porating motion cue into this framework.
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